
Food Safety and GMP for
Manufacturing Milled Products 

eLearning that’s so good, it will 
blow your mind. Guaranteed.

Developed by experts specially 
for the food manufacturing and  
distribution industry.

Fully compliant and relevant to  
your product and process.

Written and narrated in simple 
language, visually engaging and 
interactive; to meet all learning 
styles. 

Includes one of our famous digital 
lesson guides.
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In this training course, we’ll take you on a 
virtual tour of Crushing It Ltd, who make a 
range of fantastic milled products.

You’ll arrive at site as a new employee and will be 
sent by security to reception to sign in, before you 
complete your induction with Barbara. You’ll meet 
the friendly site team, starting with Karmen who’ll 
take you on a tour of the external areas, before 
you enter the staff entrance and look around the 
facilities. When you’ve got changed and entered 
the factory you’ll follow the process; looking at 
how materials are received and prepared for 
production.

Your visit will take you around the purifying, sieving 
and milling floors with Ali, Aaliyah and Ben. You’ll 
pop into the washroom to see Steph and then 
head into the packing area to meet Maryam to 
learn all about the packaging, labelling and sealing 
processes. Finally, Ste will show you around the 
warehouse and dispatch area.

As you move around the site, you’ll learn about 
food safety and GMP relevant to the production of 
milled products, such as sieving, metal detection, 
spoilage and much, much more!
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Introduction
The introduction in unit 1 teaches how to 
successfully identify and use the controls for 
the training course, progress through the 
course, stop and resume training. 

It explains how the assessment will take 
place to gain a certificate for the course. 
And then, how to troubleshoot the training 
if it the internet causes it to freeze or  
stop working.

Site Access 
In unit 2, the learner arrives at the site and finds out how to
gain access.

It goes on to then explain the importance of security and
why it’s needed. The learner will also be taught why visitors
and contractors must report to reception, and the controls
in place to protect the product; using health screening and,
health safety and hygiene rules.

Induction Training 
Unit 3 covers many subjects that the learner needs  
to understand in order to prevent contamination and 
control it. The fundamental subjects covered include 
handwashing, PPE, waste, pests, cleaning, chemicals 
and breakages. 

It also introduces allergens, traceability and 
whistleblowing in readiness for the learner to 
understand this in more detail later, as they progress 
through the course, when it’s covered further.

External Areas
During the tour of external areas in unit 4, the learner will be taught 
how to stay safe on site. This unit also includes the types of access and 
security for people arriving in vehicles and on foot. It also explains litter,
smoking areas and secure entrances and the need to keep these
areas of the site clean, tidy and pest free.

The learner is introduced to bulk material storage and how these 
materials are secured to protect them. Then how bulk deliveries 
are checked, accepted and recorded, before they’re connected to silo 
access points, securely and to prevent contamination.

Vehicle Checks

Document: 3.5 Raw Material Intake Checks
Author: Jane Long

Approved by: Jamie Lang

Date: 07.12.2017

Version: 2

Delivery Date:  
Delivery Company: 

Time:
Vehicle Checks

Is the vehicle clean? (Check the log book against the

required standard)
Since the last clean, has any of the previous loads contained

non permitted allergens??Is the vehicle at the right temperature (if chilled)?
Seal Check

Vehicle temperature: 

Yes
No

n/a

Bulk Delivery Checks

Does the seal ID match the ID stated on the delivery note? Yes
No

Delivery Details

Raw material delivered
Traceability Code

Use by/ best before
Certi�cate of Conformity/ Analysis Received?Delivery recieved by: 

Quantity

Seal ID: 
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Staff Facilities
In unit 5, the learner is shown around the staff facilities. 
This includes important information that is normally found 
on the employee noticeboard. It introduces topics such 
as site objectives, authenticity and integrity. Allergens are 
further explained and also what site culture is.

Other areas include the locker rooms, the canteen, the 
first aid room and the changing rooms. In each part of the 
facilities subject learned in the induction are reinforced 
and explained with the related procedures which provide 
controls. 

ORGANIC BRITISHFLOOR CONTACT

waste

CCP Station
Sieving

LOT NUMBER PRODUCT BEST BY QUANTITY

SEARCH BY

SELECTCANCELLOG OUT

CLEAR

2020-29503 RECIPEAA43 4/12 30,000KG

Processing
Production control of milling is introduced in unit 7. 
This includes material authenticity, clean as you go, 
changeovers, production scheduling, engineering, 
equipment checks, quality checks and the product safety 
team, record keeping, rework, traceability, waste handling 
and segregation. 

Microbiology is expanded in this unit to help the learner 
understand it in more depth, and relates the subject back 
to cereal based products by explaining spoilage. The link to 
rancidity and stored product insects are also explained.

Material Receipt and Handling
Material intake in unit 6 teaches the learner 
about specific checks that are carried out, 
what these are and why, it also includes 
handling of allergenic material and 
defective material. 

This unit also teaches the learner about 
authenticity and documentation sent by the 
supplier of material such as certificates of 
conformity and certificates of analysis. Vehicle Checks

Document: 3.5 Material Intake Checks Author: Jane Long Approved by: Jamie Lang Date: 07.05.2020Version: 3

Delivery Date:  

Delivery Company: 

Time:

Vehicle Checks

Is the vehicle free from signs of pests?
Is the vehicle clean, with no off or strong smells?
Is the vehicle at the right temperature?

Material Checks

Vehicle temperature: 

Yes No n/a

Material Intake Checks

Is any of the delivery packaging damaged?
Are there any spills?

Yes No

Delivery Details

Material delivered Traceability Code Certificate of Conformity/
Analysis Received?

Delivery received by: 

Quantity Expiry Date

QUALITY STATION

Speci�cation 101-001

101-002

101-003

101-004

101-005

102-001

102-002

102-003

103-001

103-002

104-001

104-002

105-001

Unit size

Units per pack

Pack weight

Packs per outer

Outers per pallet

Pallet con�guration

Shelf life

Primary packaging material code

Label material code

Product label bar code

Outer label material code

Outer label bar code

Pallet label material code

Pallet label bar code

Minimum life into depot

Quality attribute reference

Product colour reference

12.19 15.20 12.20 12.50 12.50 8.50 8.50 8.45 10.00 10.50 15.50 15.50 30.00

12 12 12 15 12 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 3

400 700 350 450 450 300 300 320 100 100 150 150 300

12 8 12 12 12 14 14 14 18 18 16 16 12

48 46 48 48 48 46 46 46 40 40 42 42 48

6 x 8 5 x 8 + 6 6 x 8 6 x 8 6 x 8 5 x 8 5 x 8 5 x 8 8 x 5 8 x 5 7 x 6 7 x 6 6 x 8

34 34 34 34 34 30 30 30 38 38 32 32 38

22145 54896 14698 78843 11649 64289 00136 49560 10109 77331 77116 44566 00023

22145 54896 14698 78843 11649 64289 00136 49560 10109 77331 77116 44566 00023

91964 91975 91944 91988 91994 27849 17866 15000 14736 14722 14789 23235 23239

22001 11459 99873 99531 64821 12435 45669 12110 56942 44991 54931 11881 11204

C393 C833 C881 C882 C883 C200 C201 C900 C283 C787 C991 C994 C997

C303 C843 C891 C892 C893 C210 C211 C212 C285 C797 C901 C904 C907

C323 C863 C821 C802 C813 C219 C291 C912 C235 C737 C301 C034 C307

24 24 24 24 24 20 20 20 30 30 28 28 26

QAS323 QAS863 QAS821 QAS802 QAS813
QAS
219

QAS
291

QAS
912 QAS235 QAS737 QAS301 QAS034 QAS307

REF01 REF03 REF03 REF01 REF04 REF03 REF05 REF01 REF03 REF03 REF04 REF05 REF09

SPECIFICATION INFOMRATION VERSION 13 DATE 13.09.20

Document: 5.3 Quality standards Author: Amy Jackson Approved by: Shane Beckford Date: 07.05.2020Version: 1

Quality Attribute Sheet

TARGET

ACCEPT

REJECT

Document: 3.5.3Print Checks Author: Jane Long Approved by: Jamie Lang Date: 07.07.2020Version: 1

Date:  

Customer:

Time:

Print checks

Is the print claear?

Is the print colour to speci�caiton?

Does the print match that of the approved proof?

Yes No

Print Checks

Veri�cation

Please con�rm that a sample of the printed packaging has been attached to this record.

Trace Details

Print start time:

Quantity produced:

Ingredient trace:

Batch trace:

Signed by:       Veri�ed by:

Print end time:

Yes No

Sanitising
wipes

waste
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Hygiene
In unit 8, the learner visits the washroom to 
learn how contamination is controlled by storing 
and separating dirty and clean equipment. 

It develops further the six-step cleaning process, 
the controls and use of cleaning chemicals. 
Cleaning instruction cards are introduced to 
the learner to teach what, how, why and when 
cleaning should take place.

Packing 
The packing of product in unit 9 covers packaging traceability, 
how packaging is correctly stored and checked in the packing 
process. Sieving for foreign body control is taught as a product 
safety control point with monitoring and corrective action 
included for this. 

This unit also includes sealing and the methods used to check 
that seals are intact, together with coding of the product and 
finally what checks are carried out for bulk loading of tankers.

Product weight

Run time

Units produced:

1200 grams

2459

14,579

minutes

762000100
CCP Station

Sieving

LOT NUMBER PRODUCT BEST BY QUANTITY

SEARCH BY

SELECTCANCELLOG OUT

CLEAR

2020-29503 RECIPEAA43 4/12 30,000KG

20kg White
bread flour

20kg White
bread flour

20kg Brown
bread flour

20kg White
bread flour

20kg White
bread flour

20kg Bread
flour wholegrain

20kg W/meal
bread flour

Storage and Dispatch 
Unit 10 which is the final destination in the course, is 
storage and dispatch. The controls and procedures 
from throughout the course, are reinforced, such as 
breakages, spills, and pest control. 

Also in this unit the learner will be taught how to 
maintain traceability when picking product, how to pick 
returned product and product awaiting release. What 
checks are carried out when loading product and why
and how to secure and dispatch a load of finished 
product.

Finally, this unit teaches what documentation is sent to
customers with deliveries, how to prevent malicious
contamination of dispatched loads and how to remove 
PPE when leaving product areas.

For more information or to get a quote 
Contact us today


